.
Host Dr_Numb says:
The Ganymede is still trying to get out of the Ion storm.

Host Dr_Numb says:
A shuttle has been launched to investigate the possibility of a temporal distortion on the planet's surface.

Host Dr_Numb says:
<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Vekh says:
:: following CO's instructions, moves to the tactical console::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: sitting in the command chair, putting on his passive restraints::

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Grumbles some unpleasant oaths as he scrambles to ride another swell::

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  How are you managing?

Host Dr_Numb says:
:: In shuttle going over equipment list and taking motion sickness meds::

CIV_Vekh says:
<Dr_Pain>:: waits patiently on sickbay for the wounded...::

CIV_Vekh says:
<Dr_Pain> SELF: They always come....

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: is with the away team, feeling slightly better but not much::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  How are the shields and SIF holding?

XO_Lu says:
:: wonders who is going to fly this shuttle::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Standing at OPS reading a probe ::  CO: Sir, all records are prepared for jettison if necessary.

FCO_Harlok says:
CO: I'm hanging in there Sir... but SIF generators are at Max output.

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Waits patiently for the shuttle to land ::

CIV_Vekh says:
:: activates console and checks readings::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Is running a diagnostic on the main systems::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: I'm updating the readings Captain. I'll have a report ASAP

XO_Lu says:
@:: looks around::

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Looks at others in shuttle and hopes they don't see the fear::

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  Steady as you can Mister Harlok.

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Thank you Mister Vekh.  OPS:  How is our Team doing?

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Realizes that the scans are inconclusive, and notes that in his PADD::

XO_Lu says:
@CTO: Everything looks in good order?

CIV_Vekh says:
:: establishes data link with SCI, to continue his research::

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Reorders his console's output display so he can simultaneously adjust trim and ships speeds as necessary:: CO: Roger that Captain.

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  Captain, the shuttle has not landed yet, they seem to be riding the storm though.

XO_Lu says:
@:: walks to the helm of the shuttlecraft::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Captain, Starboard shields are buckled. SIF generators operating within normal parameters

CTO_Silek says:
@XO: Yes Sir.

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Thank you Mister Serok.  Keep a close eye on them.

XO_Lu says:
@CTO:: Nods::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: recalls her orders to closely observe the "guests"::

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.  :: Nods ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Deploy Aft, ventral and dorsal shields to compensate.

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: I've started a passive search for the AT's beacon:: works on console::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Files his scan output into the computer::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Compensating now, sir:: remodulates shield's harmonics::

Host Dr_Numb says:
Action: The shuttle enters the planet's atmosphere and looks for a place to land

XO_Lu says:
@:: looks for a nice spot to set the shuttle down::

CSO_Ray says:
@All: O.K. team, our mission is to ferry the specialists to and from the planet and to find the source of the anomaly; is that clear?

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Feels the bumpy ride into inner space::

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: rechecks the equipment as they go down:: Self:  Lessee...

CIV_Vekh says:
:: upload data on the temporal anomaly to tactical console::

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  Mister D'Terrin, what's the status of our shield generator repairs?

Dr_Hora says:
@:: rushes about the encampment... hears something nearby::

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: thinks and runs to the pilot and hands him the coordinates::  Pilot:  Land there!

CEO_D`terrin says:
CO: Shields are damaged pretty badly, I'd say another 5 hours

Dr_Hora says:
@:: Grabs his tricorder and looks up seeing a shuttle approaching::

FCO_Harlok says:
@<Grissom>:: Visually scans surface for the LZ then nods at a likely spot:: CSO: Aye Sir.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: the bumpy ride is making her sick::  ALL:  Can you make this thing steady

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Sir, the shuttle has landed on the surface.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  As soon as you can then.  What about our sensor modifications?

XO_Lu says:
@:: Sees the spot that the Dr. points to, slowing the shuttle down, and  lands the shuttle::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Captain, the details on the time distortion pattern are very faint with just passive scans. Sir, I have a suggestion.

Host Dr_Numb says:
Action: The team disembarks the shuttle

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Good news, would you not agree, Mister Serok?  Better when we have them back, I think.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* I've been working on that. Let me check, one moment sir.

XO_Lu says:
@CTO:: motions to take point::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  I'm all ears, Mister Vekh.

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: collects his things and walks out of the shuttle::  All:  Finally!

CIV_Vekh says:
:: an idea is bouncing around in his mind, involving time distortions and archeological digs::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Nods to the XO ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: walks out of the shuttle::

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  Aye Sir.  Self: much better when we have them back.

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Captain, we could remodulate a couple of problems to passive scans and launch them in a low orbit.

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Walks off the shuttle and is confronted with an array of ancient artifacts on the surface::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Heads out towards the encampment ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: observes the "good"  doctors::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: From a closer distance, they can possibly gather more data and relay it to the ship. Technically, this would not violate 'passive scans' directive

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Don't you think that's bending our mission parameters just a bit?  :: smiles::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* I'd say the modifications will be completed within an hour and a half.

XO_Lu says:
@:: makes sure his phaser rifle is on stun carries it over his shoulder w/ the sling::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Honestly, sir. It may seem that way, but since this threats the ship, I'd be willing to consider the possibility

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: walking rather quickly towards the encampment::  All:  Hurry, now, no time to lose, no time to lose!

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  Best speed, Mister D'Terrin.  Keep me informed.  Taylor out.

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Lags behind the rest of the team. Recording the ancient finds is much more interesting::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Aye sir

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Adjusts heading slightly and fires aft thrusters to carry the ship through a swell::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  As would I, Lieutenant.  All right. Make it so. But mind it's passive scans only.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: Moves with the team but she notices that one of the doctor's lag behind::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Continues his scans, using a Tricorder and the ship's internal sensors::

CEO_D`terrin says:
Self: I need some Music. COMP: Please put on some Music. How about..... Metallica. Album title "Metallica".

Dr_Hora says:
@:: sees the away team and runs away tricorder in hand and babbling nonsense::self: it has to work, I have to...  ::activates a forcefield and disappears behind it.::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Aye sir:: face still flat as marble, but smiles broadly inwardly and goes to work::

CEO_D`terrin says:
<COMP> Acknowledged. :: Music begins to play at a descent volume, making Galnen quite happy::

XO_Lu says:
@:: Walking into camp, umm what have we here?::

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: Mr. Ray, I found the some bodies sir.

CIV_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Mr. D'Terrin, please come in.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: as they approach the camp, she detects a strange odor::

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: enters the encampment::  Aloud:  Hello?!  HELLO?  :: sees a dead body::  WHAT THE>>>?!?!

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: 14 in all.

Dr_Hora says:
@:: paces within the forcefield punching information into his tricorder, feverishly talking to himself::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* D'Terrin here.

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: bodies?

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Trips over something in the sand beneath my feet. Looks down to see the body of a dead man:: ALL: I've got a body over here!

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: looks to CTO::  CTO:  How many?

XO_Lu says:
@CSO: Cmdr., its your call...

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: Yes sir,:: scanning:: There Dead sir. All of them

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: sees the bodies laying everywhere::  ALL:  they are everywhere

CIV_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Chief, I'll need two Class IV atmospheric probes ready for launch in low orbit

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: 14 in all.

FCO_Harlok says:
OPS: Did the shuttle make it down, Sir? :: Glances briefly at Suvok in worry::

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: cause of death?

XO_Lu says:
@:: quickly gets his phaser rifle in a tactical ready position::

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  Mister Harlok, what exactly is the pattern of the ion storm emanating from the planet?

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* Aye, I can do that. It'll take me just a moment

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: Trying to determine

CIV_Vekh says:
*CEO*: The probes must be set to passive scans only and periodically relay the info to the ship.

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: thinks::  All:  Didn't I see someone ::points:: that way...?

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: Cause of Death: All personnel were stunned. Then each person was fired point blank in the head with the phaser on stun.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* I shall begin the modifications immediately

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at the FCO ::  FCO: Yes Ens, quite safely.

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: trots off toward where he seen the figure::

Host Dr_Numb says:
@ALL: Looks like phaser fire point blank:

Dr_Hora says:
@:: shakes his head, mumbling:: self: I have to make it... this has to work ::continues to sort notes as he paces::

CIV_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Excellent, Chief, keep me posted ... and BTW try not to kick the probes, the circuitry is rather delicate

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Frowns and brings up display:: CO: Well... it seems to have the unpredictable pattern of a VERY large Tsunami... er... Hurricane, Sir.

XO_Lu says:
@CTO: Lt. what positions were they before they were shot?

CNS_Ashworth says:
@CTO:  Not a pleasant way to die

CEO_D`terrin says:
COMP: Computer, please ready 2 Class IV Atmospheric Probes, set to use only Passive Scanners, and to relay the Telemetry back to the main sensor banks

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: Sir I've discovered something on tricorder

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* I will endeavor to keep the kicking to a minimum.

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Any further word from our AT?  What do their location transponders tell us?

FCO_Harlok says:
OPS:: Nods and smiles in gratitude and thinks: "Grissoms a good man... he'll get it done."::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Sir, the CEO informs me that the probes will be ready shortly. On another note, would not be advisable to have a second shuttle ready in case the AT needs assistance?

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Turns and heads towards encampment. Can't deal with this death stuff::

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: yes MR. Silek, what is it?

CEO_D`terrin says:
<COMP> Acknowledged. Probes will be ready in 2.6 minutes.

XO_Lu says:
@:: examines a body, Self: ugh.. 3 degree phaser burn to the head.::

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  They are moving towards an encampment Sir.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: is being to look a little ill as she is walking among the bodies::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Moves  approx. 500 M and runs into a forcefield ::

CSO_Ray says:
@AT: I recommend we arm ourselves as a precaution

CIV_Vekh says:
:: works on console, attempting to get the AT's beacon signal::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Falls to the ground ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  We'll cross that bridge if we have to.

CEO_D`terrin says:
<COMP> Modifications complete, ready for launch.

XO_Lu says:
@CSO: Well, Commander, I had the CTO bring on arms, there inside the shuttle.

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: continues to run toward Hora's former position, finally reaches it and rams into force field, being thrown to the ground::  All:  ACK!!!!!!!!!!!!1

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* Probes are ready and waiting for launch in the launcher.

CTO_Silek says:
@ CSO:: I believe I have found a forcefield

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Watches as Bayer falls to ground::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: hears the impact on the forcefield and moves further inward... still concentrating on the tricorder::

CSO_Ray says:
@:: scans for a force field generator::

Dr_Bayer says:
@CTO:  Really?

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: wishes they weren't under this radio blackout, gets up and begins to pace the bridge::

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: stands up::

FCO_Harlok says:
CO: Would you like me to put the Nav-sensor readouts of the Storm on Main viewer, Sir?

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Raises from the ground :: Bayer: Dr. Can you explain this ?

XO_Lu says:
@:: Looks around::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Returns to his work on the shield generator::

CIV_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged Chief:: turns to Captain:: CO: Sir, probes are ready at your discretion for launch

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  Please.  I want to look for patterns in the flow.  CIV:  Launch probes.

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: nods slowly::  CTO:   Yes...

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Brings up Nav-sensor display of the Ion Storm on the Main Viewer::

XO_Lu says:
@:: uses a tricorder to find out how large the forcefield's perimeter is::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: can't sit still as he sorts his notes... paces restlessly ::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Aye sir:: presses proper buttons:: CO: Probes away...

Host Dr_Numb says:
@Bayer/CSO/XO: What have we here? Something to keep us out? And from what?

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Raises from the ground :: Bayer: Dr. Can you explain this ?

CIV_Vekh says:
:: hooks up to the telemetry of the probes::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: hmmm the doctors seem restless, maybe scared, she makes a note of it::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Takes a Dualitic Inverter and continues to repair::

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: nods again::  CTO:  I certainly could...

Dr_Hora says:
@:: turns his head toward the encampment, knows he has only a short time... begins using the information he's put into the tricorder to begin calculations::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ <Grissom>:: Keeps shuttle "Hot" and ready to go::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: feels a wave of nausea hit her but she tries to fight it::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS/CIV: Set the sensors we have to scan for high ion flux in close proximity to the ship.  FCO:  Prepare to turn on my mark.

CIV_Vekh says:
:: getting data from probes, starts analysis::

XO_Lu says:
@:: looks at the CNS,:: CNS: Are you all right Lt.?

OPS_Serok says:
:: Monitoring AT ::

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: lets try and see if we can't knock out that force field generator with our phasers

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.  :: Starts to readjust sensors ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  I'll all right, I need some fresh air.

XO_Lu says:
@:: heads over to Lt. Ashworth::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: studies the tricorder display closely waiting for just the right moment::

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: fumbles through some words::  CTO: It's well... I mean we really need to... well, it is quite... very... I mean... it is very important. We must be careful with it!

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Scans for any anomalies::

CTO_Silek says:
@CSO: Yes sir. :: Points and awaits command ::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Captain, the data from the probes indicates that origin of ion flow is at the surface. It comes like tidal waves, but with no specific pattern

CSO_Ray says:
@:: Readies phaser:: CTO: on my mark ....

XO_Lu says:
@CSO: We might be able to overload the forcefield use a high setting.

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: now!

CNS_Ashworth says:
@XO:  Actually I need to sit down.

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Fires phaser ::

Host Dr_Numb says:
@: Covers ears and eyes from phaser fire::

CSO_Ray says:
:: fires at a low setting::

XO_Lu says:
@:: sets his phaser rifle to 10 and fires::

CIV_Vekh says:
:: stops and checks new readouts:: OPS: I'm picking up a forcefield active on the surface. Can you confirm?

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  All right, think about what causes ion storms.  Speculate for me.  :: stops and turns as he hears about the force field::

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: do you think a higher setting would have effect?

OPS_Serok says:
::  Looks up at CIV :: CIV: Yes, the same information is coming through to me now.

Dr_Bayer says:
@All:  Just make sure you don't damage anything!! It is very I- im- important!!

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV/OPS: Locate the source as best you can.  What's making the force field?

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Scans with tricorder : CSO: I do not know

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Sir, readings indicate an active forcefield on the surface, close or at the location of Federation encampment

Dr_Hora says:
@:: waits for the numbers to match up on the display, prepares to run::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Kicks the Shield generator, hurting his foot:: OW! :: Curses rather loudly in Cardassian once again, and wonders why he has to wear these stupid heavy-toed boots::

Host Dr_Numb says:
@: Still recording artifacts and getting some very strange dates::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Does it pose any threat to the personnel planet side?

XO_Lu says:
@:: sets his phaser rifle to a higher setting, modifies the beam to a really tight bandwidth::

CSO_Ray says:
@Numb: do you have access codes to override this forcefield?

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Unknown Captain.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: makes note that Dr. Bayer seems anxious that nothing gets damaged::  Self:  Interesting

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Fires a quick succession of thrusters to slip the Mede in between two large swells:: Self: That's my Baby!

Host Dr_Numb says:
@CSO: These artifacts are in the several million-year-old ranges Cmdr.:

CIV_Vekh says:
OPS: Can you overlay last know position of the AT with the location of the forcefield? Are they trapped?

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Goes to the Medkit, and Uses the Dermal Regenerator to fix his Toes::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: begins pacing again as he gets anxious... seeing the numbers drawing ever closer::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Checking on possible source of the field sir:: redirects probes to gather data from the encampment::

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Turns the ship quickly to Port and skims along the wake of the first wave riding it past the worst of the second wave::

OPS_Serok says:
CIV:  No Lt., they are not trapped, just next to the forcefield.

CEO_D`terrin says:
Self: ahhhh, much better

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: makes note of the constant pacing of Dr. Hora::  Self:  What are they hiding?

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: raises eyebrow::  ALL:  I like this less and less.  OPS:  I want you to try something.  Use the Tricorder frequency to broadcast a tight beam text message to the Away Team.  We're bending rules, let's bend another one.

XO_Lu says:
@CSO/CTO: If we concentrate on one point of the forcefield, and make our beams really tight we might be able to punch a hole through it.

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Runs another diagnostic, this time on the shield generator power couplings::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrow :: CO: Aye Captain. And what should I tell them Sir.

Dr_Bayer says:
@XO:  But what if you hit it!!  You mustn't damage the Gateway!! :: stops as if he had given away a military secret::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Set tactical sensors to detect ionic flux in close proximity to the ship.  FCO:  Prepare to turn hard about on my mark.

CSO_Ray says:
@XO: good idea lets try it

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: motions for the CSO to come over::

CIV_Vekh says:
:: seconds Captain's decision:: CO: So far the AT is not endangered, but the presence of the forcefield is highly unusual

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Nods ::

CSO_Ray says:
@CNS: yes?

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Nods sharply:: CO: Hard About on your Mark Captain, Aye!

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Ask their status.  And tell them to keep it quiet that they are in communication with the ship.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: they seem anxious for some reason sir

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Readies the Mede for the maneuver::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: moves into the brush, making adjustments to the forcefield, making the area larger::

Dr_Bayer says:
<Guardian = Gateway>

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Sensors set, Mister Vekh?

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Aye, sir. Resetting sensors now:: works on console::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@CSO:  they seem anxious for some reason sir>

FCO_Harlok says:
*CEO* Gal, prepare the Mede for a High Energy Turn here soon!

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Phasers online but powered down.

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.  :: Relays message as per the CO's order on a tight beam tricorder frequency ::

CSO_Ray says:
@CNS: any idea why?

Dr_Hora says:
@:: hides in the undergrowth::

Host Dr_Numb says:
Action: Hora's adjustments to the force field surround the AT trapping them inside

CNS_Ashworth says:
@CSO:  Have no clue but they seem to be protective that nothing gets damaged

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  Hard about, and random direction, then resume course.... Mark!

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: At once sir:: brings forward and lateral phaser arrays online::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  any ion flux?

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  Sir.... The AT has been surrounded by the force field>

CSO_Ray says:
@ALL: what's going on!?

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Initiates High Energy Turn::: CO: HET Hard About, AYE!

CEO_D`terrin says:
*FCO* Aye:: Readies the Engines::

CIV_Vekh says:
:: intrigued:: CO: Captain, the flux is everywhere around the ship

Host Dr_Numb says:
@: Oh great! Now we can't get off this rock!

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: looks around very slowly::  All:  We're inside ::lightly:: We're inside!! :: with more eagerness::

CTO_Silek says:
@ CSO: Sir the forcefield is extended around us.

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Confirm that?

Dr_Hora says:
@:: continues to watch the tricorder screen::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Captain, are you considering the possibility of a cloaked vessel?

CSO_Ray says:
@ALL: reedy phasers!

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Swings the Mede to 180 and gets slammed into his seat as the IDF generators try to compensate::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@Self:  Oh great, ALL: What is the meaning of this?

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Whispers to the CSO: We have a message from the Ganymede on my tricorder asking out status.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Checks readings again ::  CO:  Aye sir.  They are surrounded.

CIV_Vekh says:
*CEO*: We are powering up phaser arrays. Please have damage control teams on stand-by

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Indeed, Mister Vekh.   

Host Dr_Numb says:
@CSO: What now? Sit here and wait for a cab to pick us up?

XO_Lu says:
@:: Self, great what on earth is going on?::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* On it Now:: Taps Communicator:: Damage Control Teams, stand by at all stations, Now!

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: send this message if you can: " status 2-3-1 B"; they'll know what it means

XO_Lu says:
@:: looks around the whole area looking for someone hiding::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Whispers to the CSO: We have a message from the Ganymede on my tricorder asking out status.

CEO_D`terrin Sends Damage Control Teams out (CommBadge.wav)

Host Dr_Numb says:
@XO: How do you propose we get out of here?

CNS_Ashworth says:
@Dr_Numb: Pipe down, you are not the only one trapped here you know.

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Fires the Impulse drive again bringing the Mede back to original Heading:: CO: Original Heading established, Captain.

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Nods and sends message ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  I have another feeling about this.  Ion storms?  Localized source?  How many things could this actually be?

CIV_Vekh says:
:: does not like the new readings on console:: CO: Captain, the forcefield seem to have remodulated and is now surrounding the AT!

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Damage Control Teams swarm around major areas and Systems, ready for anything::

XO_Lu says:
@Dr_Numb: I have no idea right now, trying to figure a plan out.

Host Dr_Numb says:
@CNS: Sure sure. You military types are all alike. Ordering people around like cattle

OPS_Serok says:
:: Sees incoming message ::  CO: Sir, the AT sends 2-3-1 B

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Could this all involve a time travel device of some sort sir?

Dr_Hora says:
@:: watches the away team from his hiding place, continuously glancing at the tricorder::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: snaps around to face OPS::  OPS:  Repeat?  2-3-1-B?

CSO_Ray says:
@XO: any suggestions would be welcome right now

CNS_Ashworth says:
@Dr. Numb: And you doctor folk are no better trust me I know

OPS_Serok says:
::  Looks up at CO::  CO:  Aye sir, 2-3-1 B confirmed.

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Thwaps the Shield Generator::

CIV_Vekh says:
:: code rings a bell in his mind...'possibly under attack'...::

XO_Lu says:
@CSO: The hostile should be really close, if he/she is able to change the dimensions of the forcefield.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  Mister D'Terrin. I need emergency power, now.

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Checking his readouts on Mede's engines and SIF generators::

XO_Lu says:
@CSO: Yet the thing is how do we get out of his trap.

CSO_Ray says:
@AT: scan for possible life forms using passive scans ONLY

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Aye sir!  COMP: transfer all auxiliary and Emergency Power to primary systems

Host Dr_Numb says:
@:: Looks over at the thing in the middle of the force field and notices some " Changes"

XO_Lu says:
@:: still trying to look for something in the "bushes"::

Host CO_Taylor says:
ALL:  This is a new game with new rules.  If our Away Team is under attack, we're going to get them.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* there, that's all I have at the moment

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  Take us into low orbit over the AT.  As low as you can safely.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at CO and almost smiles::  CO: Orders Sir.

CIV_Vekh says:
:: puts active scanners on stand-by:: CO: Sensors ready to switch to active mode at your orders sir.

XO_Lu says:
@:: turns on his sight on the phaser rifle and starts look beyond into the surrounding area::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Bring the ship to Red Alert! Battle stations!

Dr_Hora says:
@:: stays well hidden, watching the tricorder and watching the away team::

Host Dr_Numb says:
@CSO/XO: Have you two noticed anything strange about that thing over there?

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Phasers ready, loading torpedoes

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Swallows and steadies himself:: CO: Aye Sir... low orbit. :: Swings the ship to port slightly and descends toward the planet::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Send to AT: Standing by, ready to fire phasers on your location.  Give precise coordinates.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: thought she saw something move::

CIV_Vekh says:
*SHIP-WIDE*: Attention all hands. Red Alert. This is not a drill. All hands to battle stations. Report to tactical

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: scan that to see what it is... carefully

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Scans the shield generator : CSO: Sir this is federation technology. Advanced but federation technology.

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir:: looks up at the CO and raises eyebrow and sends transmission ::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: frowns as he notes what Dr. Numb is pointing to::

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: see if you can disable it without destroying it

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Rides a wave's wake down its incline to bring the Mede closer to the planet::

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: makes note of Advanced Federation::  Self:  Hmmm could it be they are from the future hmmm I wonder

XO_Lu says:
@:: walks towards the CTO::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Send to AT: Standing by to assist.  Report when possible.

CTO_Silek says:
@ CSO: Sir we have a transmission from the Ganymede, They are preparing to fire on our position.

XO_Lu says:
@CTO: Lt. It should have some sort of antennae array for the hostile to control it.

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  Aye Sir:: send transmission::

CTO_Silek says:
@ CSO: Sir we have a transmission from the Ganymede, Standing by to assist report when possible.

Host Dr_Numb says:
@CTO/CSO: What do you suppose that is over there?

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: waits as seconds tick by::

XO_Lu says:
@:: knees down carefully to look at the device::

FCO_Harlok says:
CO: We're skimming the Ionosphere, Captain! :: Grits teeth as fingers fly to keep the Mede steady over AT coordinates::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: slowly and silently shakes his head::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Braces herself at her station :: Self: I must keep on my feet.

CIV_Vekh says:
:: hates waiting, so goes over his ideas all over again::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Curses at the Generator:: Work!!

XO_Lu says:
@:: looks for a communications array::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Looks in the direction pointed ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  Keep us over the camp, Mister Harlok.  Mind the atmosphere.

Dr_Bayer says:
@:: stunned, slowly watching everyone else::

XO_Lu says:
@:: pulls out a knife from his boot::

CSO_Ray says:
@CTO: tell them negative, but be ready to receive non-away team casualties

CEO_D`terrin says:
: Generator buzzes:: All: Woohoooooo!

XO_Lu says:
@:: looks over the device carefully::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Captain, something just occurred to me.

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Nods and sends transmission ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Sir, shields now at 75% and climbing

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  What's that, mister Vekh?

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Nods frantically:: CO: A-a-aye S-s-sir! :: Speech slurs as the ship vibrates for second::

Host Dr_Numb says:
@XO: Look! Look! Look! It's changing again.

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  Sir, the AT says negative but we are to prepare for non-At casualties.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  good work!

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Back at the Academy, I used to read lots of stuff about early exploration, in the period 2250-2300

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: hangs on as ship vibration increases::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Thank you sir, I do try

XO_Lu says:
@:: sees the thing start to change::

Dr_Hora says:
@:: watches the group carefully, then glances briefly at his tricorder... almost::

CTO_Silek says:
@:: Hears the rumble in the atmosphere and looks up ::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Hangs onto OPS console to retain her footing ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Grabs a handhold::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  I see where you are going, Mister Vekh.  But continue.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: watches what everyone else is::

Host Dr_Numb says:
Action: A scene from what appears to be the Earth's past appears

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: One of those missions, if I recall correctly, involved time distortions similar to these ones, and that involved also an archeological site of an ancient civilization

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Begins to mumble a chant to ward off evil:: Self: <w> kusawara... kusawara... kusawara...

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  I may need to use emergency transports.  Please advise.

CSO_Ray says:
@XO/CTO: status

XO_Lu says:
@:: slams the knife into what looks like an antennae array::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Checking the Transporters

Dr_Hora says:
@:: nods seeing the image::self: Almost...

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Brings the ship into a tight arc to maintain relative position as atmosphere starts to drag the ship::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Sir, Transporters are still inactive

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: A Federation Starship of that era once found an ancient artifact that was the origin of the time distortion waves.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Emergency Transporters are at 25%. Transport and you'll get mush!

FCO_Harlok says:
Self: <w> kusawara... kusawara... kusawara...

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  Find an alternative.  This looks like it's getting messy.

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Said device apparently was able to access different points in the timeline and allowed individuals to cross into those other eras.

XO_Lu says:
@:: pulls out his knife::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  yes, I recall that...some kind of Gateway to the past, was it not?

CSO_Ray says:
@XO:  what's the status?

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* we could send down a shuttle, and use it's transporters

OPS_Serok says:
CO:  Sir, I believe you are correct.

CNS_Ashworth says:
@:: is wondering what is going on::

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  Have a shuttle prepared if necessary.  Soonest.

Dr_Hora says:
@:: watches history scroll by.. Nodding::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Precisely sir. Much evidence here points to that same direction. If we are correct, a great danger is down there on the surface!

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Aye. Shuttle Bay: Ready a shuttle, we may need to launch within minutes

CIV_Vekh says:
:: makes that sound VERY serious::

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Eyes are locked on his console and reading are NOT looking good!:: Self: kusawara... kusawara... kusawara...

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS/CIV: If that's what we are facing here, we need to get everyone back as soon as possible.  Now I understand the secrecy of this mission.

Host Dr_Numb says:
Action: the scene appears to be of an old NASA base

XO_Lu says:
@CSO: hopefully I disabled the device, I haven't seen one of this type before.

CEO_D`terrin says:
Shuttle Bay: Aye, shuttle ready within the minute

Dr_Hora says:
@:: watches the numbers click down... jumps up and runs toward the Gateway::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at CO ::  CO: Aye Sir.  Orders?

Dr_Hora says:
@:: drops his tricorder as he jumps through::

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Agreed sir. I volunteer to take a second shuttle down to the surface sir:: stands ready::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CIV:  Thank you, Mister Vekh, but stay at your station for now.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CIV* Shuttle ready in the shuttle bay for you

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Stabbing at his console he fights to maintain position:: OPS: Suvok... I... I can't read the SIF generators... how are they doing?

Host Dr_Numb says:
Action: Dr. Hora leaps through the Gateway and the scene evaporates:

CTO_Silek says:
@Self: What happened?

CIV_Vekh says:
CO: Aye, sir. Engineering reports shuttle is ready for launch

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Has the Away Team reported in?

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at FCO :: FCO: They are fine ENS Harlok.

Host Dr_Numb says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>

